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INTRODUCTION 
The main objective of this paper is to show how any C*-algebra B can 
be obtained as an image of a residually finite-dimensional C*-algebra A; 
that is, A has a separating family of linite-dimensional representations. We 
show that projections and units of B can be “lifted” to A. This allows us 
to prove, for example, that A satisfies the stable range 1 condition when B 
does. As a corollary we also obtain that any C* group algebra over 
a group that is a free product of free and finite groups is residually finitc- 
dimensional. For free groups this had been proved by M. D. Choi 
[ 1, Theorem 71. 
Our procedure leads us to consider a class of C*-algebras that we shall 
call free C*-algebras. Such an algebra is a completion of an ordinary free 
algebra over C in a similar way as C*-group algebras are the universal 
completions of discrete group algebras over C. In fact any C*-algebra is an 
image of a free one, and any free C*-algebra is a retraction of a suitable 
C*-group algebra over a free group. We shall see that any finitely 
generated projective module over a free C*-algebra is free, and that its 
linear groups are connected. Hence the reduced topological K-groups are 
trivial. 
We study zero divisors, and we prove that certain kinds of elements of 
a free C’*-algebra are nonzero divisors; these include, for example, all non- 
zero polynomials in the free generators. 
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Finally, we show that any free C*-algebra is prime (and hence, in the 
separable case, primitive). The corresponding result for free groups of 
rank 2 is due to Choi [ 1, Theorem 61. 
All algebras and C*-algebras in this paper are unital, but not necessarily 
separable. 
This research was partially supported by grants from NSF (USA) and 
CICYT (Spain). 
1. RESIDUALLY FINITE-DIMENSIONAL ALGEBRAS 
Let B(H) be the ring of all bounded operators on a separable infinite- 
dimensional Hilbert space H. We fix an orthonormal basis for H (indexed 
by the positive integers) and we represent each operator by its correspond- 
ing matrix. Let B,(H) be the subring of B(H) consisting of those matrices 
with finite rows and columns. It is a simple matter to verify that B,,(H) is 
a dense *-subalgebra of B(H), with respect to the norm topology. 
First let us recall a construction due to Tyukavkin [lo] which is the 
basic tool used here. 
Let 9 be the subset of B,(H) x @,*, , M,,(C) such that (a, (x,,)) E .Y’ if 
and only if for each integer k 3 1 there exists an integer m 3 k with 
(x,?)~, = a,, whenever n >, m and id k or j < k. Define .y to be the subset of 
CD* n>I M,(C) consisting of those sequences (x,,) for which there exists 
LIE B,(H) such that (u, (.u,,)) E 5“. It is not difftcult to realize that y is a 
*-subalgebra of @,T, , M,,(C) and the map 
-7. 
i 
.Y- + B,,(H) 
defined by (x,,)Hu is a surjective *-algebra homomorphism. 
Let x E @ ,T, , M,,(C). For every n 3 1 define 
v,,(x) = max (k : (x,~),, = 0 for i < k or j < k}. 
Note that x E Ker y if and only if lim, v,!(x) = iu. We shall write .f for 
Ker y. We claim that 1~ is continuous. For this, let (a, (x,)) E 9’. Let 
ak E M,(C) be the upper left k x k corner of a. From the definition of (x,,), 
it is clear that for each k there exists an integer m depending on k with 
IlUk II d IIX, II. Hence ibk II d SUPm>, , IIx, II = //(x,)11. On the other hand, it is 
easily seen that Ilull = supk 3, lbk /I. Hence llr((x,))ll = llall d II(x, which 
shows that y is continuous as claimed. Therefore y extends to a C* algebra 
homomorphism 
17: T + B(H), 
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where T is the completion of cY in OX,, M,,(C). Since B,,(H) is a dense 
*-algebra of B(H), 17 is surjective. 
LEMMA 1.1. (i) For each J’EB,(H) there e.uists xuy ‘(~3) such thut 
114 = l1.4. 
(ii) I/’ .Y , , . . . . ;Y,E X, then there e.uists u projection e E .f such thrrt 
e.Y, = x,e = x, .for 1 < i < r. 
(iii) .a(Of,, M,,(C)) 9 5 .f. 
(iv) For each .Y E .f there exists u unitary u E .fl + C .cuch that xu 3 0. 
Proqf: (i) Let J E B,,(H). For every n 3 1 let J,, denote the upper left 
n xn corner of ~1. Then .Y= (J~,,)EY ‘(1’) and I/.X/~ = ~/J’/I. 
(ii) Define k,,=min{v,,(x,), . . . . v,,(x,-)} and form 
lk..l 
e,,=diag(O, , 0, I, . . . . I jEM,,(C) 
for every n 3 1. Since lim,, k,, = = we see that e = (e,,) E J. Clearly e is a 
projection satisfying the required properties. 
(iii) This follows from the fact that if s, J‘, z E @,T, , M,,(C) then 
v,,(,Y)Y) 3 min { V,,(X), V,,(Z)) 
for each n3 1. 
(iv) Let XE .a. By (ii), let e be a projection of .f such that x E r.fe. 
Then it follows from (iii) that e.Ye = e( @ ,*, , M,(C)) e. It is well known 
that for each u E M,,(C) there exists a unitary u’ E M,(C) such that uw 3 0. 
Hence there exists c’~e4e such that xv 30 and IID* = u*c’= L’. Then 
u = c + 1 -e is a unitary of .f + C with su = XC > 0. 1 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let q: A + B he u surjective homomorphism oJ 
C*-algebras, bithere A is contained in R, a C* sum qf ,finite-dimensional 
C*-algebras. Let A’ he a dense *-subalgebra qf A und set I= Ker q n A’. 
Assume that the .following hold: 
(i) For each 0 <x E I there exists a projection e E I such that xe = x. 
(ii) IRIG I. 
(iii) Ker cp = /. 
Then the natural map induced from cp on the corresponding groups of units: 
cp: U(A) ---, U(B) 
is onto. 
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Prooji We claim that if u is a unit of A and 0 <x E Z, then there exists 
a projection .f‘~ f such that .uu,f’= .YU. By hypothesis there exists a projec- 
tion e E I such that .YC = x. Since A is a C*-algebra there exists a projection 
.f~Asuchthat(l-u ‘eu)A=(l-,f’)A.Then,f‘=,fir ‘ruso,f’~Kercp=I 
Since xu( 1 - u ‘ru) = .YU - .Y~U = 0 we obtain .LU( 1 -,f’) = 0. 
It suffices to show that if x E A is such that q(x) is a unitary then .Y + f 
contains a unit, since positive units can always be lifted from factors. If 
1 E.L..Y* + Ker cp then by (iii) .Y.Y* + I contains a positive unit. So 
yy* + ,>,>* = r 2 _’ ,. , where ~1 E I and t’ is a positive unit of A. So 
(vs)(.u*I~) + u(yJ,*) c = 1. 
By the above claim, there exists a projection e E f such that (J,J,*) ce = 
(>IJ*) c. Note that e and (a.u)(x*c) commute. Now we have (0.x) A + eA = 
A. Thus 
(ux)(x*I~) + P = 2, 
where u is a positive unit in the bicommutator { (ux)(.Y*u) +e}“. Hence 
zle = eu. Put a = L'.Y and c = (I - e) u ‘u. Then we have 
cc*=(1-e)U~‘uu*U ‘(I-r)=(l-C’)U ‘(z&P)11 ‘(l-r)=l-c’, 
and consequently C*C = 1 -,j‘is a projection. Since c + I is a unit, f‘~ I. This 
shows that 1 - e and I -.f’are * equivalent. Hence e and f’ are * equivalent 
in R. By (ii) fRfc f so elCf and ,fRr are contained in f. Therefore, tl and .I’ 
are * equivalent in A. Let do A such that &I* = e and d*d=,f: A simple 
computation (cf. [S, Theorem 4.3 (proof)]) shows that II‘= c+u’ is a 
unitary and II + r(un ~ a) = UIZ‘. So .Y + I‘ ‘e( ~11’ ~ a) = L’ ‘UPC. Since e E f we 
have found a unit in .Y + I as desired. 1 
LEMMA 1.3. Let A he afinite dimmsiond sub C*-algehru qf E(H). Then 
there exist u sequencr of nuturul numbers {n, ) und a unitary u E B(H) such 
that 
uAu* c B, 
where B is the suhulgrhru of B(H) consisting of those operators of thr form 
diag( x, , .v2, . , x,, , ), 
where xj~M,,(C),fbr iEN. 
Proqf: H is a left A-module under the obvious action. Let E be a maxi- 
mal closed subspace of H which is an orthogonal sum of finite dimensional 
A-submodules. Let G E E I. Since A is * closed we see that Ar G E I. So 
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ES E I Au. Clearly Au is of finite dimension over C. By maximality of E, 
c = 0. Hence E = H. Thus we have shown that H is an orthogonal sum of 
a sequence of finite dimensional A-submodules { H, } , t N. Set n, = dim H,. 
If we choose an orthonormal basis for each H,, then we obtain an 
orthonormal basis for H. It is clear that all elements of A have the desired 
block form with respect to this basis. The result follows. 1 
LEMMA 1.4. Let H he u .separahle Hilbert space and n 3 1. Then euer~’ 
projection of‘ M,,( B( H)) is unitaril! eyuicalent to a diagonul one. 
Proof: Note that two projections c,,f‘ of B(H”) are * equivalent if and 
only if dim,. e( H”) = dim,,f‘( H”). Let e E B(H”) be a projection. If 
dim,. P( H”) = dim,.( 1 - e)( H”) = rye, then 
L’ - diag( 1, 0, . . . . 0) and 1 - P - diag(O, 1, . . . . 1) 
so CJ and diag( 1, 0, . . . . 0) are unitarily equivalent. Now assume that 
dim,. e( H”) < JC# and dim,. (1 - e)(H”) = X. Let f~ B(H) be a projection 
such that dim,.f( H) = dim,. e(H”). Then 
e - diag(,f; 0, . . . . 0) and 1 -P - diag( I -,f; I, . . . . 1 ). 
So L) and diag(f; 0, . . . . 0) are unitarily equivalent. i 
For any ring R we shall denote by GL,,( R) the group of all invertible 
n x n matrices over R. If R is a ring with involution then P(R) stands for 
the set of all projections of R. 
The following technical result will be useful in reducing questions on 
general C*-algebras to the separable case. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let B u C*-ulgehra and let { B, ), he u c@kd sq’stem of 
separable sub C’*-algebras of’ B (i.e., U B, = B and ecer)’ separable sub 
C*-algebra C qf B is contained in some B,). Put R = 0: B,. Then 
(i ) The set 
[ = { t E R : there e.uists fl \r+th t, = 0 ,rheneaer B, 3 B,, ). 
is an ideul of R. 
For every XE B, d<fZne 6(x) E R hi, 6(x), = .Y [f’ .YE B, and 0 otherwise. 
Then 
(ii) The map x H 6(.x) + 1 is u C*-ulgehru monomorphism 6: B -+ R/f. 
Let 7~: R + R/f he the canonical mup. Let us lcrite A jar n: ‘(S(B)). Then 
the composite map 
cp:Ak?(B)=+ B 
has the ,following properties 
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(iii) The induced mups 
(P: GL,,(A 1 -+ CL,,(B) 
und 
cp: P(M,,(A 1) + P(M,,(B)) 
ure surjective, ,for ever?’ n > 1. 
(iv) !f C is u separable sub C*-ulgehru of‘ B, then there exists u prqjec- 
tion e of A and a F-algebra homomorphism 4 fivm C into eAe such that 
cpq5 = 1 C“ 
Proqf: (i) and (ii) are straightforward. 
(iii) Let u E GL,,(B). Put U, = L: if u E GL,,( B,) and U, = 1 E GL,,( B,) 
otherwise. Clearly u = (u,) E GL,,(R) and u + f= 6(v). Thus u E GL,(A) and 
q(u)= c. This shows that GL,,(A) + GL,,(B) is onto. Similarly we can 
prove that P(M,,(A)) --f P(M,,(B)) is onto. 
(iv) Put e = (e,), where e1 = I if B, 2 C and 0 otherwise. Then we see 
that e E A. Define 
D = { (u,) E R: there exists a E C such that a, = u 
if B, 2 C and 0 otherwise ). 
Then D c eAe. Note that for each u E C there exists a unique d(a) E D such 
that q&a) = CI. Thus the map LI H &CI) defines a C*-algebra map from C 
into D s eAe satisfying cprj = l(.. The result follows. 1 
An ideal I of a ring R is said to satisfy stable range I provided that when- 
ever 1 -a, h E I satisfy aR + hR = R, then u + hl contains a unit of R. 
It follows from a well-known theorem of Vaserstein [ 11, Theorem 41, 
that if I is an ideal of a ring R, then R satisfies stable range 1 if and only 
if Z and R/I satisfy stable range 1 and every unit of R/I can be lifted to a 
unit of R. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let B be u C*-ulgehra. Then there exists a residuull~~ 
,finite-dimensional C*-ulgehru A together with u surjective F-algebra 
homomorphism 
having the .fMoM~ing properties 
(i ) The induced maps 
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G-L(A) -+ GL(B) 
fYM,,(A 1) + P(M,,(B)) 
(ii) If C is a ,jinite dimensional *-,&algebra of B, then there exists a 
projection e of A and a C*-algebra homomorphism q4 jkm C into eAe such 
that cpd = I<.. 
(iii) [f; in addition, B is separable, then A und y can he chosen such 
that A is a sub C*-algebra ef @,T, , M,,(C) and Ker cp sutkfies stuble 
range 1. 
ProoJ: By Lemma 1.5 we need consider only the case when B is 
separable. Without loss of generality we may assume that B = B(H) with H 
separable. We claim that 
;,: T -+ B(H) 
has the desired properties. 
First note that Ker 7 = .$. Clearly .a s Ker %;. Conversely, let a E Ker 3;. 
Then a = lim,, a,,, where a,, E Y. Now lim,?y(a,,)=O. By Lemma 1.1(i), 
choose b, E .B with lib,, 11 = i/~(a,,)~i and y(b,,) = ~(a,,). Put i,, = a,, ~ b,,, 
clearly i,, E 9. Since lim,, b,, = 0 we have a = lim,, i,, and so a E .7. Then, by 
Lemma 1.1(i), (ii), and (iii), we see that the hypotheses of Proposition 1.2 
are satisfied by taking A’ = Y and cp = a:. Because of Lemma 1.1 (i) we 
may also apply the conclusion of Proposition 1.2 to the maps 
“7: M,,(A) -+ M,,(B). Hence the first part of (i) follows. By Lemma 1.1 (iv) it 
is easily seen that the group of units of ,$ + C = Ker *p + C is dense, so by 
[S, Theorem 21, ker -7 has stable range 1. 
(ii) Let C be a finite dimensional sub C*-algebra of B(H). By 
Lemma 1.3 and since, by (i), unitaries of B(H) can be lifted to unitaries of 
T we may assume without loss of generality that all elements of C are in 
block form that is, there exists a sequence of natural numbers n,, n2, 
such that every u E C is of the form a = diag(u,, al, . ..). where a, E M,,,(C) 
for all i E N. Now we shall proceed to the construction of 4. 
For each n 3 1 let k(n) be the largest integer for which Cf;r! n, <n. If 
UE C then we define the element &a) E @z,, M,,(C) whose nth coordinate 
is 
dtag(a, . . . . . akc,,), 0, . . . . 0). 
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Since lim,, k(n) = z, we see that &a) E ,Y. Write r for & 1). Then the rule 
u H #(a) defines a map 4: C + eTe which is a C*-algebra homomorphism, 
Then it is clear that I&#J = l(.. 
It remains to prove the second part of (i). By Lemma 1.4 we may assume 
n = 1. Let f be a projection of B(H). Then C = C[,f] is a finite dimensional 
sub C*-algebra of B(H). By (ii). &f) is a projection in T such that 
*au) = ./: I 
Next we shall offer some applications of Theorem 1.6. 
COROLLARY 1.7. Let B be a C*-algebra izith stmhk range 1. Then B is 
an image of a residuallJ1 finite-dimensional C*-ulgehra A tvith stuhle range I. 
Proof. Suppose first that B is separable. By Theorem 1.6 there exists a 
sub C*-algebra A of @,T,, M,,(C) having an ideal I satisfying stable 
range 1 and such that A/Iz B, further every unit of A/Z can be lifted to a 
unit of A. Therefore A has stable range I. 
Assume now that B is an arbitrary C*-algebra satisfying stable range 1. 
Let {B,} be the collection of all separable sub C*-algebras with stable 
range 1. Clearly the B,‘s form a cofinal system of subalgebras. By the above 
paragraph there exist sub C*-algebras A, of @,T, , M,,(C) satisfying stable 
range 1 and a surjective C*-algebra homomorphism ,f’: @j A, + 0-T B,. 
By Lemma lS(ii), B is a sub C*-algebra of an image R of @,* B,. Let 
g: @,*A, -+ R a fixed surjective C*-homomorphism. Then set A = g ‘(B). 
By hypothesis B has stable range 1. Since Ker g has stable range I and 
units of R can be lifted to @ ,* A, we conclude that A has stable range 1. 
This completes the proof. u 
2. MONOID ALGEBRAS 
Let M be a monoid with * (i.e., * is an antiautomorphism of M of order 
62). Let CM be its monoid algebra, that is, CM consists of all finite 
formal sums C,, ,M u,x with the componentwise sum and the convolution 
product. For each SI = C.,. ,,,, a,.~ E CM we define z* = C,, ,M z-u*. In this 
way CM is a *-algebra. The map M + CM in which x H 1 x allows us to 
identify M with the submonoid { 1 .X:.XE M} of CM. We define C*M, the 
C*-monoid algebra qf M as the completion, with respect to the seminorm 
II.11 on CM defined by: 
11~11 = sup{ Il4(r)ll :d t IS a star representation of CM 
such that ll#( 1 .x)11 = 1 for all .Y E M}. 
Note that since there always exists a *-representation CM -+ C sending 
1 .Y H 1 for ,Y E M, we must have 111 . ,Y!/ = 1 for all .u E M. 
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If A4 is a group with the involution x* =x ’ then C*M is the usual C* 
group algebra, cf. [7] as a general reference. In this case as is well-known 
CMc C*M. This is not true for monoids. The following simple result 
characterizes those finite monoids with involution for which CMc C*M. 
PROPOSITIOK 2.1. Let M be a finite monoid lcith *. Then CM c C*M (f 
and onI>, if M is a * submonoid qf the multiplicative monoid M,,(C) ,for Some 
n > 1 in bvhich case C*M = CM. 
Proqj: If CMG C*M then it is clear that M is a * submonoid of M,,(C) 
for some n 3 1. 
Suppose M is a finite * submonoid of M,,(C) Then the map 
p: M + M,,(C) x C defined by x H (x, 1) extends to a * algebra map 
p: CM+ M,,(C) x C having the property that the image of every subset of 
M of cardinality 62 is C-linearly independent. Then by [6, p. 1291 (p)” = 
p@ .‘!‘. 0 p viewed as a map from CM into 0” (M,,(C) x C) is injective. 
This shows that CM is a * subalgebra of a C*-algebra. Since CM is of finite 
dimension it is a C*-algebra. Hence CM= C*M. 1 
Let X be a set. For each XEX consider a new symbol I*. Define 
X* = {.r* :.\- E X). The free monoid on Xv X* posseses a unique involution 
which sends x H .Y*. Clearly this is the free *-monoid on X in the category 
of all monoids with *. We will write C*(X) for its C* monoid algebra and 
C(X, X*) will denote the monoid algebra over the free * monoid on X. 
We shall say that C*(X) is the ,fiee C*-algebra on the set X. It is free in 
the following sense: if d is any map from X to the unit ball of a C*-algebra 
A, then there exists a unique C*-algebra homomorphism $: C*(X) + A 
such that II/( 1 ..v)=&.Y) for all .~EX. (First map X to A x C by 
XH (d(.\-), 1) and s* H (d(-u)*, 1). This gives a *-representation 
4’: C(X, X*) -+ A x C with II4’( 1 s)li = 1 for all XEXU X*. Then d’ 
extends uniquely to a C*-algebra homomorphism II/‘: C*(X) -+ A x C, and 
the desired map $ is the composition of $’ with the projection map 
AxC+A.) 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For any set X, C(X, X*) can be embedded in a 
C*-algebra. Thus C( X, X*) G C*(X). 
Proof: Let Y= Xu {v}, where J is a new symbol. Let F be the free 
group on Y. Form CF and view this as a *-algebra with respect to the 
usual involution: 2 a,xwC a,x ‘. For each .YE X set t, = ,x- y and 
tT=Y-y ‘. We claim that the set (t,, tz:x E X) generates a free 
algebra. To see this suppose that we have a relation 
(x,,-J.l’)E(I+ .” +(x,-y)q=(x,, I-?’ ‘)B,+ “. +(x-‘-J’ I),,,, 
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where the r’s and /I’s are in C( X, X*) and the x’s belong to X. This 
relation can be written in the form 
Since the set {.Y - 1, J - 1 :x E X) is C(X, X* )-independent we easily get 
M, = 8, = 0. Thus we have shown that C(X, I’*) s CF. Since CF is 
contained in C*F, the result follows. 1 
Let F, be the free group of rank 2. Choi’s theorem [ 1, Theorem 71 
asserts that C*F2 is residually finite-dimensional. By Rieffel’s theorem 
[9, Proposition 1.21, C*H s C*G whenever H is a subgroup of G. Since 
the commutator subgroup of F, is a free group of infinite (countable) rank, 
we see that a C*-group algebra over a countable free group is residually 
finite-dimensional. 
Our next result shows, in particular, that the C*-group algebra of a free 
product of finite groups and a free group is residually finite-dimensional. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let Q be a set qf mon0id.s with * tchose members ure 
either finite, free, N (w?th the identity involution) or ,free groups (\rho.se 
involution is the incerse map). Jf M= U,l’ER N (the coproduct of the N’s in 
the category qf monoids with * ), then C* M is residually ,finite-dimensional. 
Proof: Put B = C*M. We use Theorem 1.6 to obtain a residually finite- 
dimensional C*-algebra A and a surjective C*-algebra homomorphism 
cp: A + B satisfying (i)-(ii). The result will follow by constructing a 
C*-section 6 of cp. 
Now we proceed to construct 6. Since B = LI,v. n C*N (the coproduct in 
the category of C*-algebras), we have C*N c B for all NE 52. So it suffices 
to construct for each N a C*-algebra homomorphism 6: C*N+ A such 
that (~6 = 1 c”,b. 
We shall distinguish the possible cases: 
Nfinite. In this case C*N is of finite dimension. By Theorem 1.6(ii) 
there exists a C*-algebra homomorphism 4: C*N + eAe for a suitable 
projection e in A such that q$ = 1 (.*y. Now the map 
N+eAe+(l -e)CGA 
defined by x H q4( 1 .Y) + 1 -e is a *-monoid homomorphism which 
extends to a C*-algebra homomorphism 6: C*N + A. Clearly (~6 = 1 (*,V. 
Nfree on a set X. For each .Y E X choose x’ E A such that cp(r’) = .Y 
and /IX/J = 1, cf. [7, Proposition 1.5.101. Then the map XuX* + A in 
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which .YHS and x* H (xl)* extends to a C*-algebra homomorphism 
6: C*X-+ A satisfying (~6 = 1 (...Y. 
N= N. Let x =.Y* be the (multiplicative) generator of N. As in the 
preceding case we can find x’ E A such that cp(x’) = .Y and ll.~‘l/ = 1. Set 
J’ = (1/2)(x’ + (x’)*). Then J = JS*, //ylI < 1, and cup = .Y. Since q is con- 
tinuous, I/y11 3 1 so /IJ~( = 1. Therefore there is a unique C*-algebra section 
6 of cp satisfying 6(x) = .r’. 
N u,f& group. The result follows since unitaries of B can be lifted to 
A and N is free. 1 
Theorem 2.3 suggests that maybe the following is true. 
PROBLEM 2.4. Let A and B be residually finite-dimensional C*-algebras. 
Is the same true for A Ll B, its C*-algebra coproduct? 
The following simple result emphasizes the relationship between free 
C*-algebras and C*-group algebras over free groups. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let C*F he the C*-group ulgrhru over u free group F 
of runk 2n. Then the,free C*-algebra over a set X of’cardinalit~~ n is a retrac- 
tion of C*F. Ho~~ever, if n > 1, then C*(X) is not isomorphic to un? 
C*-group algehru over a ,free group. 
Proc$ Set X = (.Y, , . . . . .Y,, ). Consider now the elements 
3, = (i/2)(-Y, - A-;,, t, = ( 1/2)(x, + x;, 
in C*(X), for j = 1, . . . . n. Let us fix (,f, , . ..., f?,, ) a set of free generators for 
F. Then there is a unique C*-algebra homomorphism z: C*F+ C*(X) 
which sends 
./; ++ edit,) 
.r; + PI H exp( is,), .j= 1 , . . . . n. 
Since Ilz,il = lis,ll d 1 for all 1 <.i 6 n, we see that all t’s and s’s are in the 
image of c(. (This follows from the observation that the sub C*-algebra 
generated by a self-adjoint element t with 11 ill d 1 coincides with the 
sub C*-algebra generated by exp(it).) Hence c( is surjective. By [7, Proposi- 
tion 1.5.101 there exist h, E C*F with I/h, /I = 1 and cr(h,) = ,Y, for 1 < j < n. 
Because of freeness of C*(X) there is a C*-algebra homomorphism 
/I: C*(X) + C*F for which P(x,)=h,, for 1 <,j<n. Clearly rb= 1,.,<,-Z. 
Thus r is the desired retraction. 
Let us write A,,h for the abelianization of the C*-algebra A; that is, 
A,,h= A/I, where I is the closed ideal of A generated by the additive 
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commutators ah - hu, u, h E A. Note that if F is a free group of rank jn 
and X is a set of cardinality n then we have (C*F),, z C(.((S’ )‘>I) 
while (C*(X)),,,zC,.(D”) (where S’= [;EC:~Z = 1 i and D= 
[ZE C: Izj d 11 ), which are clearly nonisomorphic for any values of II? 
and n. m 
Let X be a set. Next we shall construct a separating family of representa- 
tions of C*(X) which provides a functional calculus to study the structure 
of free C*-algebras in a similar way as some C*-group algebras were 
studied by J. M. Cohen [Z]. 
For every n 3 I, set 
Then 
K, c G K,, c K,, / , c , 
where K,, embeds into K,,+ , through the map 
Let X be a set and form K;f for each n > 1. We think of Kf as a topological 
space with the product topology. So K,: is a compact Hausdorff space. We 
associate with each ,f~ C( X, X* ) its corresponding polynomial function 
cp,,(f‘) on Kf (i.e., for each a= (a,),..,E K,:, q,,(f)(a) is the n x n matrix 
over C obtained by replacing the indeterminates x E X and x* appearing 
in j by a, and a:, respectively). Clearly cp,,(J’)~ C(K,f, M,(C)). Let us 
write A,, for the C*-completion in C(Kc, M,,(C)) of the *subalgebra of all 
polynomial functions ~,~(.f’). j’~ C(X, X* ). Hence .f‘o cp,,(,f’) defines a 
* algebra homomorphism cp,,: C( X, X* ) + A,,. Since ~Iv,,(x)/~ =
lI~,,(.x*)ll = 1, cp,, extends in a unique way to a C*-algebra homomorphism 
q,,: C*(X) + A,, On the other hand, we have the restriction maps 
A ntl + A,, which are C*-algebra homomorphisms compatible with the q’s, 
Thus we obtain a C*-algebra homomorphism, 
?I: C*(X) + C*-l&A,, 
in which .f‘+-+ (cp,(f’)),,,, f or all .f’~ C*(X). As a consequence of 
Theorem 2.3 we can prove 
THEOREM 2.6. 71 is injrc’tive. 
Prmf: Let 0 #,f E C*(X). By Theorem 2.3 there exist n >, 1 and a 
C’*-algebra homomorphism d: C*(X) + M,,(C) such that qS(.f) #O. If f‘ 
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is a limit of polynomials ,f,,, then we have 0 #&f’) = lim &j;,,) = 
lim.fJd(J7) = lim cp,,(.f,,,)(d~(W). Therefore 0 # lim cp,,(.f,,) = q,,(f), as 
desired. 1 
If .f’EC*(X) and UE K,:, then we simply write ,f’(a) for cp,,(f’)(u). In 
what follows we shall exploit Theorem 2.6 to obtain some information on 
the structure of a free C*-algebra. 
J. Cuntz [3] has computed the topological K-groups of a C*-group 
algebra over a free group F of finite rank. In particular, he obtains that 
K,( C*F) g Z. So by Proposition 2.5, K,( C*( X)) 2 Z for any finite set X. 
Our next result shows that, in fact, all finitely generated projective 
C* (X)-modules are free. 
Let,f’EC*(X) and fix TV [0, 11. Iff’=lim,,p,,, wherep,,EC(X, X*) for 
all n3 1. then define polynomials q,, E C( X, X* ) by q,!(X. X*) = 
p,,(fX. rX*). By Theorem 2.6 we have 
lb?,, ~ q,,, II = supi lIq,,(a) - q,,,(u)ll :u E K:, k 3 1 ) 
= SUP: IIP,,(W ~ ~,,(tu)/l :a~ K;, k 3 1 ) d lip,, - p,,z I/ 
So the sequence (q,,) converges to an element of C*(X), K say, Note 
that g(d) = lim,, q,,(u) = lim,, p,,(tu) =f(tu) for all UE K:, k 3 1. Then by 
Theorem 2.6 we see that g is uniquely determined by f and t. Let us write 
f; instead of g. In the case where M= (a,,) is a matrix over C*(X) we will 
write M, for the matrix ((a,),). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let C* (A’) he the .free C*-ulgehru on the set X. Then 
(i) GL,,(C*(X)) is connected,fiv etlery n > 1. 
(ii) EverJa ,finitely grneruted projectivr C* (X)-module is ,free. 
Proof: (i) Let ,f’~ C*(X). We will prove that the map d: [0, 1] + 
C*(X) defined by t H,f; is continuous. Given c > 0 fix p,,,, E C( X, X* ) 
such that l1.f - p,,,, I/ < 43. On the other hand, for every UE Ki and 
l,, t,,s [0, I], we have 
where 0 < A4 is fixed (independent of u, t,,, tl). Thus if 1 t, - t,, I < c/3M, then 
lIh,(u) -.L,,(u)Il 6 lI.f,,(a) - P,,,Jt, a)lI + llP,,,,(t, a) - P,,,,(W)ll 
+ lI.fr,(a) - P,,“(foa)ll 
< ll.f(t, u) - P,,,,(t,a)ll + c/3 + lI.f(W) - P,,,)(toa)ll <c. 
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By Theorem 2.6, il,f;, -,f;,, 11 < E. Thus 4 is continuous. Then the map from 
[0, 1 ] into M,( C*( X)) in which t H M, is also continuous. 
Suppose now that u E M,,(C*( A’)) is a unitary. Then U, is unitary for all 
t E [0, 11. Hence u = ~1, and ug E M,,(C) are in the same connected compo- 
nent. Since the unitary group of M,,(C) is connected the result follows. 
(ii) Set 
P,.= (UPU*:U is a unitary of M,,(C*(X))), 
for each PE P(M,,(C*(X)). Since in any C’*-algebra iir-,f’~~ < 1 (for 
projections e,f) implies that e andf‘are unitarily equivalent, we have that 
each P, is a clopen subset of P(M,,(C*( A’))). Since the unitary group of 
M,,(C*(X)) is connected so is P,.. Therefore the P,‘s are the connected 
components of P(M,,(C*(X))). 
Let P be a finitely generated projective C* (X)-module. Let P be a pro- 
jection of M,,(C*(X)) such that Pr P((C*(X))“). We shall derive the 
result by showing that e is unitarily equivalent to a projection of M,,(C). 
For this note that (e,: t E [0, 11) is a connected subset of P(M,,( C*( X))). 
Hence e, = cj and r,, E M,,(C) are in P,.,, so they are unitarily equivalent. as 
desired. 1 
Theorem 2.7 together with Bott’s periodicity theorem shows that the 
topological reduced K-theory of free C*-algebras is trivial. The computa- 
tion of the corresponding algebraic K-theory looks more difficult. 
Now we shall study zero divisors in free C*-algebras. We will work here 
with noncommutative formal power series C(( T,, . . . . T,,)). Every element 
s E C(( T, , . . . . T,,)) can be written as a formal sum 
c u,,m, (a, EC), 
1tl 
where 
I=jO)u [v=((v,,i,) )...) (v,,i,)):v,>O, (i I)...) is)&{1 )...) n)) 
and m,,= T;; ... T,: or m, = 1 if v = 0. 
Let us recall the usual notion of convergence of power series. If A is any 
C*-algebra and u, , . . . . a,,, a E A we say that C,,, , u,,m,,(u,, . . . . a,,) tends to u 
if for each e > 0 there exists a finite subset I,, 5 I such that for all finite 
subset I, of I containing I, we have 
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Let C* (x,, . . . . x,,) be the free C*-algebra on the set [s, . ...). Y,,). If 
.s=~,.+,u,,m,,~C((T ,,..., T,,,)) satisfies C1,t,lu,./ <r,. then 
s(x,, . . . . .Y,,)= 1 a,.m,(.u,, . . . . x,,) 
,t, 
defines an element of C* (x, , . . . . I,,), where m,(.u, , .,,, x,,) is obtained from 
m, by replacing T, either by x, if 1 6 i < n or s,* ,I if n + 1 < i < 2n. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let s=~,.,u,,m,.~C(( T,, . . . . T?,,)) sutisfiving Crc, la,.1 
< x. Then S(.Y , ) . . . . x,,) = 0 E c* (.Y , , . . . . s,, ) if’ and only, if’ .Y = 0. 
In other Icords, the Bunuch algebra consisting of ull uhsolutel~~ concergent 
series s = C,,, , u,,vI,. E C(( T,, . . . . T?,,)) with IIs/ = C,., , Iu,. / is u suhulgehru 
cfC*(.Y,, . ..)_ Y,,). 
Proof: Let us fix q 3 1 and u E K:;. If s(x, , . . . . x,,) = 0, then 
for all t E [ - 1, 11. Since lICdel:,,,, =k u,,nz,.(u)ll 6 C, F, la,. / < x the function 
from ( - 1, 1) into M,(C) defined by 
is analytic. So Cdegnl, =I. u,m,(a) =O. Since y and u were arbitrary, by 
Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.6 we have 
c u,,m,.(s,, . ..( x,,) = 0 E C(.u,, ...) x,,, XT.  . . .Y,T), dep ,,I, ~ h 
for every k > 0. So all the u,‘s are 0. The result follows. 1 
LEMMA 2.9. Let d> 1. Then the distinct monomials qf C(X, A’*) of 
degree d ure C*(X)-independent. 
Proqf: If we proceed by induction on d, then we are reduced to showing 
that 
x,.f, + “. + .Y,,.f,, + x:.f;, + , + . + s,T.fz,, = 0 (*I 
implies ,f; = 0, . . . , fi,, = 0 whenever .Y , , . . . . x,, are distinct elements of X and 
.f,, . . ..f*.*EC*(w. 
By symmetry it suffices to show that ,f, = 0. If not, by Theorem 2.6 there 
exist m3 1 and UGK~ such that .f;(u)#O. Let us write a=(~,),.,~. By 
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continuity we may assume /la,., 11 < 1. Then there exists t: >O such that if 
O<r<E then a,=((u,.),),.,,~K~,,, where 
and 
0 
(u,.),, = 
i > 
;;I 
,,1 
o l K>wr 
if .Y#.Y, 
From (*) we have 
If 
then ru, = rv, = 0 so u, = I>,. = 0. Hence 
lim 
r pi 0’ 
!;(a,) = 
0 0 
i > * * 
On the other hand, 
So ,f,(u) = 0 and this is not the case. The result follows. 1 
LEMMA 2.10. Let .Y = C u, m, E C(( T,, . . . . Tz,,)) he un absolutely con- 
vergent series. For each a E KL the function from [ - 1, 11 into C d&ned /I? 
t H det(s( ta)) is anuI.ytic in ( - 1, 1). 
Proqf: Let q5: [ - 1, l] + M,,,(C) be defined by c)(t) = C u,,m,.(tu). Then 
we have 
4(t) =,g ( c .,,,;J,,) t”. , degm,=I 
Since j/C a,m,,(a)il < C la, 1 < zoo, 4 is analytic in ( - 1, 1); that is, all coor- 
dinate functions 4,. , of 4 are analytic and so is det(d,, ,). i 
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THEOREM 2.1 1. Let 0 # s = C a,,m,. E C (( T, , . . . . T2,, )) he an ahsolu~el~~ 
convergent series. Then s(x , , . . . . I,,) is not a zero di~~isor in C* (.y, , . . . . .I-,,). 
Proof: Assume first that s(O) # 0. Suppose there exists 
0 #f’E c*(s,) . . . . s,,) 
with $= 0. By Theorem 2.6, there exists ~7 > 1 such that ,f(a) # 0 for some 
u E K::, By continuity we can find I: > 0 such that f‘(h) # 0 whenever h E KI:, 
and II/J ~ a// < E. Hence for all I E R such that / 1 - tl < i: we have ,f‘(ra) # 0. 
But then det(s(tu))=O. By Lemma 2.10, det(.v(ta)) is analytic in (- 1, l), 
thus det(s(ra)) = 0 for all f E ( - 1, I ). Hence s(0)“’ = det(s(O. . . . . 0)) = 0. 
which contradicts our assumption. 
Assume now that 
.v=~u,.m,.~C((T ,,..., T,,,)) 
is a nonzero series such that 2 la, 1 < -/J and s(O) = 0. Then we may write 
.s=m,.s, + “. +m,s,, where the m,‘s are distinct monomials of the same 
degree cl> 1 and .Y, (0) # 0. Since C la, I < z8, every ,s, (.Y, , . . . . x,,) defines an 
element of C*(X, . . . . . x,,). Suppose now that .X(X,, . . . . .y,,),f‘= 0 for some 
,f‘E c* (.u , , . . . . r,,). Then by Lemma 2.9 we get 
.s,(.u, ) . ..) s,,),f‘= 0. 
Then it follows from the above that ,f‘= 0. This completes the proof. 1 
Now we shall see how the conclusion of Theorem 2.11 also holds when 
s is a nonzero series involving infinitely many variables. 
Let Y be a subset of X. Then the map X-+ C*( Y) which sends s H .u 
if XE Y and XHO if .yq! Y, extends to a C*-algebra homomorphism 
71‘;: C*(X) + C*( Y). On the other hand, the C*-algebra homomorphism 
i,::: C*( Y) + C*(X) induced by the inclusion map Y c X is a section 
of 7cy. 
If ‘[XX } is the set of all finite subsets of X, then the collection of all maps 
~“;p: C*( X,) ) + C*( X, ) whenever X, c X,] defines an inverse system of 
C*-algebra homomorphisms. We let C*-hC*( X, ) denote its inverse 
limit. We claim that the natural C*-algebra homomorphism 
n: c*(x) + C*-limC*(X,) 
is injective. For this, let ,f’~ Ker n. For each E > 0 there exist X, and a poly- 
nomial p E C(X,, Xt) G i$l C(X,, X,*) such that li,f‘- pII <E. Hence 
Therefore lI,f‘lI < 2~. Since E was arbitrary, ,f‘= 0 as desired. 
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Assume now that 0 # .Y E C*(X) is a “series type” element, that is, 
.r = Cz=, u,,~,. where the ~1,‘s are distinct monomials on the elements in 
Xv X* and C,?, , ICI,. 1 < y_l. We shall show that .Y is not a zero divisor 
in C*(X). Let 0 #,f~ C*(X). By the above discussion we can find a 
finite subset of X, X, say, such that rr.::,(.s) # 0 and rc:,(,/‘) #O. Since 
rrcZ(s) E C*(X,) is a nonzero “series type” element on finitely many 
variables, it follows from Theorem 2.1 1 that rt :,(c$) = rr$,(.~) n :,( 1’) # 0. 
Hence sf # 0, as desired. 
LEMMA 2.12. Fir n 3 1. Then D, ihe subset of’M,,(C) consisting of’thosr 
matrices ithich generate M,,(C) us N *-algebra, is u dense open .suhsrt 
ef’ M,,(C 1. 
ProqJ Let a E M,,(C). Then by Schur’s theorem u is unitarily equivalent 
to a lower triangular matrix. Thus we may assume without loss of 
generality that u has this form. Now for a given i: >O we can choose a 
lower triangular matrix h satisfying llu ~ hll < i: with distinct eigenvalues 
and whose entries below the diagonal are all nonzero. A direct computa- 
tion shows that if ch = hc for some (’ = (‘* E M,,(C) then (a is scalar. There- 
fore the centralizer C in M,,(C) of C(h, h*), the C-subalgebra generated by 
h and h*, does not contain nontrivial projections. So C= C. Since 
C@Q, C(h, h*) = M,,(C), we get C(h, h*) = M,,(C). Thus we have shown 
that D is dense. 
In order to prove that D is open it suffices to consider the case PI > 1. Let 
us write P,, for the set of all nontrivial projections of M,,(C). Note that P,, 
is compact. Let a E D and set d= inf( llue ~ cull :e E P,, ). Since any projec- 
tion centralizing a is trivial we see that d> 0. Let h E M,,(C) satisfying 
Ilh - all < u’/2. If e E P,, is such that he = eh then ue ~ eu = 
(a - h) e - e(u - h). Hence Ilur - pull < d which is not the case. Therefore 
the only projections centralizing h are trivial. So h E D. This shows that D 
is open. 1 
THEOREM 2.13. C*(X) is prime ,fi)r uny Set A’. Hence C*( A’) is 
primitive ,fbr uny cwintahle set X. 
Proof: Suppose C*(X) is not prime. Hence assume f and g are non- 
zero elements of C*(X) satisfying fC* (X)g = 0. It follows from 
Theorem 2.6 that there exist positive integers n, tn and elements N E Kz, 
h E Kit, such that .f‘(u) and g(h) are both nonzero. By replacing u and h by 
we may assume that u = h, say u = (u,), t ,\. Fix .x0 E X. By continuity we 
may assume by replacing (I if necessary that (Iu,,, 11 < 1. By Lemma 2.12 
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there exists co E M,,(C) such that C(c,,, c,$ = M,,(C) and Ila,., - cc, 11 so small 
that ,f(c) and g(c) are nonzero, where c E Kf is defined by c,.. = co and 
c, = a, otherwise. Since M,,(C) is a simple algebra generated by c0 and cx, 
there exist finitely many polynomials p,, q,~ C(x,,, .Y:) such that 
~~,(c)f’(c)q;(c)=l. But thenfC*(X)g=O implies g(c)=0 and this is 
not the case. Thus we have shown that C*(X) is prime. Our second state- 
ment follows from a well-known theorem of Dixmier, namely separable 
prime C*-algebras are primitive [4, Corollaire 1, p. 1001. 1 
Note that the proof of Theorem 2.13 shows that any C*-algebra between 
C*(X) and C*-hr~1,4,, is prime (where the A,,‘s are as in Theorem 2.6). 
Choi has proved [ 1, Theorem 61 that the C*-group algebra over a free 
group of rank 2 is primitive. He asserts that this result extends to any 
countable free group. We take this opportunity to offer a different proof of 
this fact following our approach in studying free C*-algebras. First we shall 
prove a result of similar nature to Lemma 2.12. 
LEMMA 2.14. (i) If’u E M,,(C) und 0 6 u < 2n, then C(u) = C(exp(ia)). 
(ii) Let a, h E M,,(C) such thut 0 <u, h < 27r. For each c > 0 thrw 
exist u’, h’ E M,,(C) \zsith 0 <u’, h’ < 27t .such thut 11~ - a’11 <I:, llh - h’ll < t: 
und C(u’, h’) = M,,(C). 
(iii) Let U, 1’ tw unitarks of’ M,,(C) and let I: > 0. Thrn there c.yi,rt 
uniturirs u’, v’ E M,,(C) such thut I/U ~ u’/I cc, ILL’- I.‘II < 6, and C(U’, 21’) = 
M,,(C 1. 
Proc$ (i) Since u > 0 we may assume without loss of generality that 
u = diag(i., , . . . . E.,,) with 0 d j., < 27r. Then the sets 
{ exp( ii., ), . . . . exp( ii,,,) 1. and I . . 1 (A, , ---, I.,, j 
are of the same cardinality; that is, dim C(exp(iu)) = dim C(u). Since 
C(exp(iu)) G C(u), the result follows. 
(ii) Modulo a perturbation, we may assume without loss of 
generality that a is a diagonal matrix with n distinct eigenvalues and 
h = (h,,) is such that h,, . . h,,, # 0. An straightforward calculation shows 
that 0 and 1 are the only projections commuting with u and h. Then 
C(u, h’) is a simple algebra whose centralizer in M,,(C) is C. Hence 
C(a, h’) = M,,(C). 
(iii) Write u = exp(iu) and c = exp(ih) with 0 <u, h < 27r. By (ii) we 
can find unitaries u’ = exp(iu’), u’ = exp(ih’) such that ~IzI- ~‘11 < c, 
/Iv - t”l/ <i:, and C(u’, h’) = M,,(C). By (i), C(exp(iu’), exp(ih’)) = 
M,!(C). I 
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For every n 3 1, let U,, denote the unitary group of M,,(C). Let F be the 
free group over a set X. For each II > 1 we have a unique C*-algebra 
homomorphism 
i-c,,: C*F+ C( C’;t , M,,(C)) 
such that if U= (u,),,,~E C/j. then n,,(s)(u)= II, for every .YE X. Let 
~EC*F, from now on we shall write a(~) rather than I,,. By 
Theorem 2.3 (cf. [ 1, Theorem 7]), C*F is residually finite-dimensional so 
we can proceed as in Theorem 2.6 to show that n,, >, Ker x,, = 0. 
THEOREM 2.15. (Choi). Ler F be LI ,fiee group of’ rank 3 2. Then C’*F is 
prime. 
Proqf: Suppose F is free on a set A’. Let Y(, [j be nonzero elements of 
C*F. By the above discussion we may choose u = (u,) E U;:, for some n > 1 
such that a(u) and /I(U) are both nonzero. Let us fix distinct .Y, 1‘ E A’. By 
Lemma 2.14 and by continuity we may assume that C(u,, u,.)= M,,(C). 
Thus cxC*F/? = 0 implies Z(U) M,,(C) /I(u) = 0, which implies that either x(u) 
or /I(u) are 0 and this is not the case. The result follows. u 
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